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105 Lock
Knuckle
R X-2 3 2

lbs

WEIGHT
2.6 oz per unit

KEY FEATURES

1.93

- Easy Lock-in System
- Eliminates Miter Joins
- Ideal for Modular Frames

1.57

1.93

DESCRIPTION
The 105 Lock Knuckle is specifically designed
to work with the RX-105 profile, they are used
as an alternative to the heavy duty elbows.
A simple half turn with a lock key secures the
corners in place making them quick and easy to
assemble. The Lock Knuckle also eliminates the
need for cutting miter corners, giving you more
freedom to alter modular frames. This also
saves a significant amount of time on
manufacturing and installation, making them
ideal for large quantities and time sensitive
installations.
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Product
Information &
Usage
RX-232
The 105 Lock Knuckle (RX-232) works
specifically with the RX-105 profile.

CONNECTION
The Lock knuckles connect via the 90º Locks
(RX-212), this means a lock hole must be drilled into
the extrusion at the corner for the knuckles to
connect properly. No elbow joiners are necessary
when using the corner knuckles.
When using the corner knuckles on a free standing
frame it is recommended that a RX-224 Corner
Brace is used in conjunction on any corners
containing a knuckle.

RX-212
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HOW TO CONNECT THE 105 LOCK KNUCKLE
2

1

2 | Once the locks are fully inserted, slide
each corner length into the corner
knuckle.
Each lock should comfortably fit into the
center channel of the knuckle.

1 | Begin by inserting the locks into the corners
by simultaneously pushing down the lock button
and inserting into the channel.
The lock button should spring back up through
the pre-drilled lock hole when fully inserted.

3

4

3 | Once the knuckle is in place, tighten each lock

4 | (For Large Free Standing Frames)

using a lock to secure the corner.

Insert the corner bracket into place and tighten the two locks
with the lock key to secure.

Repeat this for each corner.
Repeat until all corner braces are in place.

Installation
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SCAN QR TO VIEW VIDEO

The 105 Lock Knuckles are compatible with the following Products

Profiles

RX-105

Accessories & Tools
Primary

RX-404

RX-212

*Lock Key

105 Lock Knuckles
Compatibility
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